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TinkRworks is proud and happy to announce 
that we have graduated and are moving on… 

to Elmhurst College!  

This year TinkRworks is very excited to announce that the vast majority 
of our summer camps will be held at the exciting new location of the 
Elmhurst College campus.  This is an incredible opportunity for our 
TinkRers and us, and we can’t wait to start!

● TinkRers will get to experience life on a college campus first-hand! Your children 
will be learning in actual collegiate classrooms, taking breaks on the grass 
“quad”, eating in campus dining halls, and even interacting at times with college 
professors! 

● We are able to increase the diversity and breadth of our projects. TinkRers will 
have far more  space on campus to build their projects and test them out.  This 
added space--both indoor and outdoor--provides us with an increased set of 
projects that we can offer this summer!  Additionally, given the access to facilities 
that Elmhurst College has provided, we are also able to increase the diversity of 
our offerings meaning that there really is something for everyone!

● The natural beauty of the campus is sure to spark creativity in all TinkRers.  The 
Elmhurst College campus is nestled  on an award winning 48-acre arboretum with 
800 species of trees, a butterfly garden, and even a greenhouse!  TinkRers will 
have the chance to take breaks and immerse themselves in the sheer natural 
beauty of the campus and gain inspiration for their projects.

Holding our camps at Elmhurst College allows us to provide some fantastic new opportunities for 
your children that we’d like to highlight:
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Quick Facts about 
Elmhurst College:
● Founded in 1871
● Private, 4 year 

college
● Ranked #9 in the 

Forbes 2017 list of 
Best Value Colleges 
for Illinois 

● Offers 63 different 
majors

● Maintains nationally 
recognized A.C. 
Buehler Library 

● Home of an
impressive Chicago 
Imagist and 
Abstractionist art 
collection

● Safety first!  Elmhurst college provides round- the-clock security 
for all its students and visitors, like us!  Security guards work 
together with local law enforcement to patrol the grounds and 
can be reached immediately through an emergency number.  
They also manage the care and return of lost items, as well as  
facilitates safety procedures in the case of extreme weather 
situations.

● Elmhurst College is conveniently located with easy access for 
parents and guardians. Elmhurst College is located adjacent to 
Downtown Elmhurst and is easily accessible by a variety of major 
highways, including I-290, I-294, and I-88.  This means that our 
camps now are accessible to TinkRers that reside not just in the 
western suburbs, but across all suburbs and even those who 
live in Chicago!



Date
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Format and Pricing:
Each camp is a week-long, full day experience for children 9+ and a half-day for children 7+. 
Drop-off occurs from 8:30 to 9:00 and pick-up is at 4:30. Early drop-off and pick-up (as early as 
8:00 and as late as 5:00) are available for an additional $50 per week charge.

Baseline pricing for each summer camp is $799. If applicable, additional materials fees are 
indicated in the pricing for each camp. 
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Excellence in Instruction 
Implementing this approach requires that we hire only top-notch 
instructors. On this point, the instructor base we have assembled 
comprises of lifelong TinkRers - PhDs, university professors, 
technology-industry veterans, and gifted teachers - who share a 
passion for supporting and guiding each TinkRer to success.

TinkRer-to-instructor ratio of 1:6
Additionally, we firmly believe that each TinkRer needs direct and 
personal access to these instructors. As a result, we maintain low 
student-to-instructor ratios of 1:6 which allows students to explore 
new learnings and experiences.

At TinkRworks, we provide exceptional hands-on experiences that 
teach children to make – and to think – through experimentation, 
failure and iteration. Our instructional approach, which 
encompasses both our summer camp and after-school programs 
emphasizes:
● Focus on “making”
● Project-based learning
● Holistic curriculum
● Inter-disciplinary approach
● Leveraging the best available resources
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Pricing

The TinkRworks Approach



Smart Art
Session 1: June 11th - June 15th (1-4pm)
Session 2: July 9th - July 13th (9-12pm)
Price: $399

Art is an amazing way for people to express 
themselves, and here at TinkRworks, we know that 
art not only takes creativity, but it takes brains!  In 
Smart Art, TinkRers will use math, geometric 
patterns, and technology to create awesome art 
pieces, and will even explore art in nature, in 
science, and in history along the way.  

TinkRers will learn about symmetry and tessellations 
by making their own mandalas and mosaics, they will 
make creations using number webs, and they will 
also learn about the Golden Spiral and the Fibonacci 
sequence in art and nature.  

What TinkRers take home:
All individual art projects and sunlight catchers

What Tinkers cannot take home:
Any group art projects

Ages 7+

TinkRers will also practice their technological skills to make cool projects! They will
use an Arduino minicomputer and motor to code a spinning sunlight catcher that
will diffuse sunlight and create rainbows in their rooms!

Complete with some fun and out-of-the-box art 
projects, such as melted crayon art, this camp is 
great for any TinkRer who loves to use their brain, 
their hands, and their creative side to make amazing 
art projects that they can take home.
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You’re a Wizard, TinkRer!
Session 1: June 11th - June 15th (9-12pm)
Session 2: July 30th - Aug 3rd (9-12pm)
Price: $399

The TinkRers will officially be considered witches and wizards by constructing and 
coding their very own magic wands that will use Arduino mini computers to cast 
“spells” and communicate with sensors! They will use chemistry to make bubbling, 
color changing, and temperature changing “magic potions”, as well as see some 
exploding potions concocted by the experienced TinkRwizards! The TinkRers will 
want some company during this journey, so they will paint glow-in-the-dark 
Patronuses (protector animals) that will shine under black lights, and also make 
little fuzzy Pigmy Puff pets! And of course, they will also play the game of Quidditch 
and will even get to use green screen videography to see what they will look like 
under an invisibility cloak!  

With or without magic powers, science will allow the TinkRers to feel magical and 
empowered, so this camp is not one to miss!

What the TinkRers take home: 
Their magic wands and all other 
projects

What the Tinkers cannot take home: 
The Invisibility cloak as it is too rare

Come join the TinkRworks team in an adventure into the Wizarding World!  In this 
camp, TinkRers will use science, technology, and their creativity to bring to life 
magic spells, potions, and gadgets themed off the popular book and movie series 
Harry Potter.  
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Fly with Me
Session 1: July 9th - July 13th (1-4pm)
Session 2: July 30th - Aug 3rd (1-4pm)
Price: $399

3..2..1...LIFTOFF!  TinkRers will have a blast as they build and 
launch their very own fully-functional and reusable rockets 
in this special camp focused on flight.  The TinkRers will 
assemble all of the pieces of their rocket kits step by step, 
personalize them using paint and vinyl, and then watch as 
they soar over 500 feet in the air!  But how does a rocket fly 
up that high?  Well, the TinkRers will learn all about the 
science behind Newton’s Laws and how they allow a rocket 
to lift off the ground, and they will participate in exciting 
experiments that mimic Newton’s Laws in action during a 
rocket launch.  

What TinkRers take home with them:
Fully-functioning rockets that they designed

Ages 7+

What TinkRers cannot take home:
Launch pads/ controllers and engines.  TinkRworks instructional staff will be 
happy to make recommendations in purchasing engines, launch pads and launch 
controllers

Of course, the TinkRers will be able to launch 
their rockets multiple times throughout the week, 
and we will even attach a camera to an 
instructor rocket to see the view from 500 feet in 
the air!  This camp is perfect for TinkRers who 
like to shoot for the stars, so come fly with us!

The TinkRers will learn about the history behind rockets and space shuttles and 
about the mechanism of how model rocket engines work to propel the rockets 
into the air.  They will also experiment to see just how high different engine 
strengths can propel the rockets (weather permitting). 
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TinkRwars: Galaxy Expedition
Session 1: June 25th - June 29th (9-12pm)
Session 2: July 23rd - July 27th (9-12pm)
Price: $399

In this camp, TinkRers will dive into a galaxy 
far away and will feel like characters from 
George Lucas’s Star Wars Saga!

In this camp, TinkRers will get to assemble, 
code, and customize their very own 
lightswords! The lightsword blade will be 
constructed out of programmable LEDs, 
while each personalized handle will house 
electronics to sense movement and 
produce sound effects when the lightsword
is hit! 

What TinkRers take home:  
Lightsabers and artwork created 

What Tinkers cannot take home: 
N/A

“Why can’t we have 

TinkRworks as a subject 

in school?” 

-- 4th Grade TinkRer

To express their creative sides, the TinkRers will complete some pretty cool Star Wars 
themed artwork as well, such as making a pet Wookie with a mini light saber, or even 
an R2D2 look-a-like trash can.  Also, along with learning awesome facts about the Star 
Wars galaxy, the TinkRers will learn a lot about our galaxy by comparing real planets 
to Star Wars planets, and they will discover just how close science has come to 
creating Star Wars gadgets in real life!  

Will the TinkRers be able to reenact lightsaber battles?  Will they ride on a working 
hovercraft?? Come find out and embark on this galaxy expedition with us!
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Lego Mindstorms Challenge
Session 1: June 25th - June 29th (1-4pm)
Session 2: July 23rd - July 27th (1-4pm)
Price: $399

Ready...Set...Lego!  Join us in this super-fun camp that 
immerses aspiring robotic builders in the basics of 
robotics design, build, and coding! 

The week will start with TinkRers learning how to 
design their first Lego robot.  To build, they will use 
CAD-like instructions to begin thinking in 3D, which is a 
very needed trait when creating with Lego robotics.  
After they build their robots, TinkRers will use Lego’s 
EV3 visual drag-and-drop programming environment 
to program their robots to move and sense their 
surroundings.  

Ages 7+

As the week progresses, TinkRers will begin incorporating a variety of different 
sensors--touch, color, and ultrasonic (used to measure distances)-- into their build so 
that they can accomplish a diverse set of challenges that include making different 
musical instruments out of their robots, designing robotic alarm clocks, creating 
robots that follow lines (and race tracks!), and even robots that avoid collisions! 

At the end of the week, TinkRers will get to use all of their 
knowledge to design and show off a beautiful robot from their  
imagination with unique designs and functionalities!  This is a 
perfect camp for Lego lovers and aspiring robot designers alike.

What TinkRers take home:  
Knowledge of Lego robotics and new friends!

What Tinkers cannot take home:
Lego Mindstorms Robotics Kits; TinkRworks instructors will be 
happy to provide advice on purchasing a personal Lego 
Mindstorms kit 
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Build A Bot
Session 1: June 25th - June 29th (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 16th – July 20th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Robots are ever-increasing in popularity for 
reasons of elevating work efficiency, 
enhancing safety, and of course, for having 
fun!  There are a lot of robot kits that allow 
children to build pre-fabricated parts into 
functional robots that have limited capabilities.  
At TinkRworks, we feel that to really appreciate 
the many aspects of robotics, children should 
be allowed to design, build and program their 
own individual robots—from scratch! 

Ages 9+

What TinkRers take home:
Their fully-functioning robots and remote controls

What the Tinkers cannot take home: 
Spare parts and batteries

As part of this camp, TinkRers will get the chance to create their own fully-
functional robot using their imagination!  They’ll spend time learning not just about 
the electronic components, but will code their bots to move, explore, and interact 
with their environment and ultimately do things that only TinkRers can envision. 

The TinkRers will start by building a TinkRworks-design robot, incorporating motors 
and sensors onto the body, and then programing the robot to sense its 
environment. Then, the TinkRers will design their very own robotic chassis using 3D 
printing, CNC milling, and/or good old fashioned wood cutting.  They will then re-
incorporate motors, sensors, and other electronics to bring their robot to life!

Is your TinkRer ready for the exciting challenge of creating their own robot?  Then 
this camp is the perfect choice!
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Rocket Control Center
Session 1: June 18th - June 22nd (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 30th- Aug 3rd (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Mission control… we have LIFTOFF!  TinkRers will soar to new heights as they as build 
their own model rockets and watch them fly up to 1000+ feet in the air!!  In this camp, 
TinkRers will explore different aspects of rocket science such as Newton’s Laws of 
Motion, propulsion, and aerodynamics, and will participate in experiments and 
demonstrations that make these concepts fun to learn.  

They will have multiple opportunities to launch their reusable rockets and will get to 
use increasingly more powerful engines as they get the hang of it (weather 
permitting)!  TinkRers will discover how different types of rocket body tubes, fins, and 
nose cones affect flight by launching multiple different styles of rockets and 
observing flight patterns.  Additionally, they’ll construct a payload bay onto their own 
rockets and see if tiny objects can survive a launch!  

TinkRers will also learn how to estimate the peak height and speed of their rockets 
through the use of measurements and mathematics.  As an added bonus, we will 
attach cameras to the rockets in order to capture amazing in-flight videos.  
Houston—we are a FULL GO!

What TinkRers take home: 
Flight-tested rockets that the build
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What TinkRers WILL NOT bring home: 
Launch pads, controllers and additional 
supplies such as engines, parachutes



ELO: Electric Laser Orchestra
Date: July 11th - June 15th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Calling all professional air musicians!  Have you ever 
wanted to play a real instrument that looks like you are 
just playing air?  In this camp, TinkRers will design and 
create technology-based instruments and use lasers and 
light detection sensors to make music!  They will build 
their very own laser based harp, NO STRINGS ATTACHED, 
and also build a Theremin, which is a futuristic style 
musical instrument that changes the frequency of the 
sound when a hand is waved near an ultrasonic sensor. 
TinkRers will spend the week making, decorating, and 
programming their instruments to play, all while learning 
about the functionality of lasers and the sensors they 
use.  

Ages 9+

What TinkRers take home: 
The technology-based instruments they 
designed

What TinkRers cannot take home: 
Replacement strings. :)

“I’ve found something I really love 

and something that is different from 

anything I’ve ever done before. 

Thank you for starting [TinkRworks]. I 

love everything about it and owe you 

something big!”

-- 3rd Grade TinkRer

TinkRers will learn about how sound travels and the different ways it is produced, and 
they will discover that each musical note has a specific frequency.  To program their 
instruments correctly, they will need to determine what notes their instrument needs 
to play and what frequencies to program their instrument to produce.  They will also 
practice some basic music playing techniques, play some rhythm games, and even 
learn about the math within music!  No previous music experience is needed, so come 
and enjoy making awesome instruments that seem to be nothing but air!
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App Incubator
Session 1: June 11th - June 15th (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 9th - July 13th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Angry Birds, Snapchat, Pokémon Go. Mobile applications, or simply Apps for short, 
like these have transformed the way we use technology in our world.  During this 
week-long camp full of adventures in coding, TinkRers will learn amazing skills in 
the fundamentals of building Apps.

TinkRers will begin the week by learning how to use an interactive development 
environment, similar to Scratch, called MIT App Inventor. This online tool, in 
combination with an Amazon Kindle Fire tablet, will enable children to create Apps 
by dragging and dropping elements such as buttons, pictures and characters into 
place on an empty canvas.

Then, by learning about and adding coding blocks, TinkRers will bring these Apps to 
life so that they respond to touch, play sounds and show animations. Throughout 
the week, TinkRers will explore basic programming concepts such as variables, 
loops, timers and conditionals. They will learn how to build utility and game Apps, 
and by the end of this camp, they will have the experience necessary to create apps 
on their own that they can show off to friends and family!

What TinkRers take home:
Kindle fire and any Apps that they 
create.
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What TinkRers cannot take home:
N/A



Wizarding World Adventure
Session 1: July 9th - July 13th (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 30th - Aug 3rd (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Calling all witches and wizards! Come see what it would 
be like to be a student at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft 
and Wizardry for a week!  In this camp, TinkRers will use 
science, technology, and their creativity to bring to life 
magic spells, potions, and gadgets themed off the 
popular book and movie series Harry Potter.  

Ages 9+

What the TinkRers take home: 
Their magic wand, Goblet of Fire, and any other 
project that they make.

What the TinkRers cannot take home:
The Sorting Hat, for it is very picky about where it 
lives

Throughout the week, the TinkRers will attend different wizarding classes such as 
Potions, Charms, Transfiguration, and Defense Against the Dark Arts. They will 
participate in activities such as making color changing potions and disappearing ink 
using acid and base indicators, creating chemical reactions that mimic size and 
temperature changing spells, and even see some cool fire demonstrations!

The TinkRers will also be building and coding their very own magic wands that will use 
Arduino mini computers to cast “spells”, and will construct a working Goblet of Fire for 
them to take home!  Finally, after learning all they can, the TinkRers will be put to the 
test and compete in a Tri-wizard (well…. multi-wizard) Tournament!  Will the witches 
and wizards in this camp play Quidditch with a flying snitch?  Will they practice Defense
Against the Dark Arts with duel simulation?  The possibilities are endless!  But just 
remember...magic is cool; science is real!
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CSI: Gold
Session 1: June 25th  - June 29th (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 23rd - July 27th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

HELP!  The TinkRworks golden drone has been stolen from 
the safe…. And the TinkRworks team needs help finding 
out who did it!  A brave group of detectives and forensic 
scientists will need to take the case and use biology, 
genetics, and chemistry to identify the correct suspect.  In 
this camp, TinkRers will practice paying close attention to 
details and will gather genetic evidence and use context 
clues to solve the mystery.  

What the TinkRers take home: 
A mini mystery kit so that they can set up a crime scene 
in their own home!

What the Tinkers cannot take home:
The TinkRworks Golden Drone

The TinkRers will practice extracting fingerprints from a surface and will also 
discover the different biological patterns of fingerprints by observing them under 
a microscope.   They will learn about DNA and how genes are expressed differently 
in different people, and will use this information to compare the DNA of hair 
samples found at the scene and hair obtained from the suspects.  

They will take an unknown substance left by the robber to the lab and use different 
chemicals such as iodine and vinegar to determine its identity, and they will also 
compare a note the robber left to handwriting samples and determine what ink the 
robber used using paper chromatography! The TinkRers will even be able to try and 
extract their own DNA from saliva and the DNA from a strawberry!  Are the TinkRer’s 
up for the challenge? TinkRworks will be eternally grateful!
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TinkRwars: Space Dynasty
Session 1: June 18th - June 22nd (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 23rd - July 27th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

Join us in this one-of-a-kind summer camp that is not to 
be missed! This Star Wars themed camp will immerse 
TinkRers into the fantasy world that they know and love, 
while giving them a powerful foundation in some of the 
technology which is changing the world around us.  

Ages 9+

What the TinkRers take home: 
Lightsaber and a Clone Trooper mask 
featuring voices and sounds from the movies!

What the Tinkers cannot take home:
Spare parts (e.g. electronics) for the lightsaber 
and the mask.

Finally, TinkRers will put on their director’s hats as they write and film their own 
movie scenes!   Throughout the camp, TinkRers will even play Star Wars-themed 
games that will test their minds, and strengthen their use of the “Force”.  And, at the 
end of the camp, TinkRers will take home the amazing artifacts that they create as 
well as a sense of accomplishment and confidence in their creative abilities.  Truly a 
unique experience that TinkRers will love!
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First, TinkRers will learn the ways of the Jedi and search 
for mystical secrets as they design, construct, and code 
their very own lightswords featuring multiple color modes, 
special effects and sounds programmed to their 
specifications.  Then, TinkRers will step into the shoes of 
the Clone Trooper as they wire, program, and customize 
an interactive mask that  plays sounds and voices from 
the Star Wars universe. 



Game of Drones
Date: June 11th - June 15th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

The classic is back!  TinkRers will spend an epic week designing, building, and flying 
their very own quadcopters.  During the week, they will learn all about the science of 
flight as they design their drones to achieve compromises between speed, 
acrobatics, and stability.  

What TinkRers take home:
A fully-functional quadcopter and 
transmitter along with a primary and back-
up battery (with charger) 

What TinkRers cannot take home:
Spare electrical parts and other 
batteries

To begin, the TinkRers will be given the basic 
components needed to make a drone and 
will be introduced to concepts on how the 
parts work together to enable flight. They 
will learn about the design rules and make 
choices to optimize their quadcopters for 
stability or maneuverability, depending on 
their preference.  They then will have the 
opportunity to customize their drones 
through the use CNC milling.  Throughout the 
week, TinkRers will exercise their creativity 
and problem-solving skills while building and 
customizing their quadcopters.  TinkRers will 
improve their piloting prowess by 
participating in unique sets of drone games 
that will allow them to push their piloting skills 

to the edge. And...above it all, all TinkRers 
will take their drones home at week’s end so 

that they can continue the fun!
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Imagine It; Design It; Make It
Session 1: June 11th - June 22nd (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 30th - Aug 10th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $1899

For TinkRers aged 9 and above, we offer a truly unique 
Summer Camp experience called Imagine It; Design It; Make 
It. During this two week-long TinkRcamp, TinkRers will come 
up with a problem that they have an interest in solving. After 
applying constraints to the problem (e.g. time, money), they’ll 
then design a solution to the problem and implement it using 
all the tool sets available at the TinkRworks Engagement 
Center in Hinsdale, all under the guided supervision of our 
instructors!

Ages 9+

Note: This course is held at the Hinsdale 
Engagement Center.

What the TinkRers take home: 
Anything that they make.

What the TinkRers cannot take home: 
Spare parts, extra batteries, etc.
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TinkRers of various age ranges will be able to make beautiful pieces of electronic 
artwork, catapults with wireless launching capabilities, electronic devices to 
measure heart rates, carbon-monoxide sensors, laser trip wires, wearables 
(including hats with LEDs, pillows with lights and sounds, shirts with embedded lights), 
3D-printed or CNC-ed chassis for robots, 3D-printed fidget spinners, or anything they 
can think of… the possibilities are endless!

Imagine It; Design It; Make It is an experience where TinkRers get a chance not just 
to dream, but to bring their dreams to life!
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CSI: Sapphire
Session 1: June 18th - June 22nd (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: Aug 6th - Aug 10th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

On a dark and stormy night, a robber broke into 
TinkRbank security safe and stole the precious 
orange and blue sapphires given to TinkRworks by 
the Queen of England!   TinkRworks now needs a 
team of TinkRer detectives and forensic scientists to 
help crack the case! In this camp, TinkRers will 
discover  the science behind crime scene 
investigation, and will use their knowledge

Ages 12+

What the TinkRers take home: 
Mini mystery kit for at home mystery set up 

What the Tinkers cannot take home:
The TinkRworks Sapphires.

of biology, genetics, chemistry, and research techniques to help determine which 
suspect is guilty.  

The TinkRers will learn about DNA, genes, and the probability of having certain genetic 
traits within a population, and they will discover how genetic analysis of bodily 
specimens, such as hair or blood, is critical in determining the correct suspect.  They 
will collect a mystery powder left at the scene and use their knowledge about chemical 
reactions to determine the contents of the powder and compare it to context clues of 
the backgrounds of the suspects.  

To gather even more evidence, the TinkRers will analyze and extract fingerprints 
from the scene, and document footprints and use internet research to determine the 
recent buyers of the shoe.  At the finale of camp, the TinkRers will be put to the test to 
see if they can use the skills they learned to solve a completely new mystery in a short 
amount of time!  Come see what it is like to be in a CSI show, and help TinkRworks 
recover our sapphires!
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It IS Rocket Science
Date: July 16th - July 20th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $799

rocket, they will learn about how the rocket’s flight is affected by the shape and 
size of its wings, body, and nose and then use this information to iterate on their 
designs.  As the week goes on, they will learn techniques to measure the speed, 
altitude, and acceleration of their rockets, and they will even explore techniques 
like Staging, in which rockets use multiple engines in series to gain additional 
altitude, and clustering engines to gain additional power.  

Additionally, as part of the week’s finale, TinkRers will work with instructors to 
understand how mathematics can be used to describe flight dynamics by using 
demo rockets instrumented with electronics to collect acceleration, altitude and 
temperature data. This camp will really show the TinkRers what it is like to be an 
aerospace engineer and a rocket scientist, there’s absolutely no doubt that 
TinkRers will have a “blast” in this camp!

What TinkRers take home with them: 
Their constructed rockets.

What TinkRers cannot take home: 
Launch pads, controllers and additional engines. 
TinkRworks instructors will happily provide 
recommendations on these items.

It IS Rocket Science extends the scope of the popular Rocket 
Control Center in a way that allows advanced TinkRers to 
flex their aeronautical muscles to design, create, launch, 
and track rockets that will fly in excess of 1,500 feet above 
the earth!

TinkRers will start by learning the basic principles of rocket 
flight and construct their first model. Upon launching this
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Big Bold Bots
Date: July 23rd - July 27th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $949

Big Bold Bots is the camp for the TinkRer that really loves 
robotics! In the past, your TinkRer may have created 
robots that responded to remote control commands, but 
the whole goal of this project is to create a robot that can 
make decisions for itself!  This summer camp will dive deep 
into the logic and algorithms necessary for robotic 
autonomy.

TinkRers will spend the week designing and building a large 
scale robot (~30-50lbs) out of wood and various electronic 
components that is capable of sensing its

Ages 12+

What TinkRers take home with them: 
Their Big Bold Bot

What TinkRers cannot take home:
Spare parts or batteries

environment and will use a Raspberry Pi mini computer as its brains.  Whether they want 
their robot to serve them dinner on a platter or follow them around, the TinkRers will be 
able design their robots with attachments to suit their needs using design (CAD) software. 
They will learn about “robotic vision” and “robotic control”, and will program sensors to 
have their robots see the environment around them and move around. 

To power the “brain” of their robots to make decisions, TinkRers will also be introduced to 
the fundamentals of Python programming. By the end of camp, TinkRers will have a fully 
functional robot. To reinforce concepts, TinkRers will even be able to play games such as 
Robot Hide-And-Seek or Robot Simon Says!  Bring your creativity and get ready to create your 
very own big robot.  Bring on the Big Build a Bot, baby!
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SnApp Dev
Session 1: June 25th - June 29th (9-430pm)
Session 2: July 30th - Aug 3rd (9-430pm)
Price: $799

Angry Birds, Snapchat, Pokémon Go. Mobile applications, or 
simply Apps for short, like these have transformed the way 
we use technology in our world.  During this week-long 
camp full of adventures in coding, TinkRers will learn 
amazing skills in the fundamentals of building Apps.

Throughout the week, they gain valuable knowledge in the 
design, coding, and navigating of an interactive 
development environment using cutting edge technologies 
such as Facebook’s React Native and Apple’s ARKit. 

TinkRers will use these technologies to build all sorts of

Note: If your TinkRer does not have an Apple device,
one will be provided for them for use during the
week.

What TinkRers take home: 
The code they develop during camp.

What TinkRers cannot take home:
Any devices loaned for use during class.

Apps, including games, multimedia Apps and even virtual reality and augmented 
reality Apps. Along the way, they will use and strengthen their mathematical and 
analytical skills to solve the challenges of assembling a video game. Learning how to 
position objects and models in a 3D world will foster their spatial memory and 
animating them will enhance their artistic abilities. TinkRers will also learn how to 
navigate Snapchat’s new Lens Studio and develop their very own 3D animated 
models which they can send to friends and family! If your TinkRer has ever wanted 
to build their own Apps for an Apple device (iPhone, iPad), this is a camp not to be 
missed!
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Drones 2K18
Session 1: June 25th  - June 29th (9-4:30pm)
Session 2: July 16th - July 20th (9-4:30pm)
Price: $899

TinkRers will be amazed at their abilities as they rule the 
skies with bigger and faster drones which are sure to 
amaze and delight!  During Drones2K18, TinkRers will 
develop advanced drone-designing, building, and piloting 
skills while acquiring electronics and aeronautics 
knowledge in this unique camp. 

TinkRers will learn about all the components required for 
their quadcopter, including motors, electronic speed 
controllers, flight controller boards, power-distribution 
boards, radio receivers, and transmitters.  TinkRers will 
integrate all these parts and then spend time coding up 

Ages 12+

What TinkRers take home:
Fully-functioning drones that they build, a single 
Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery, battery charger and 
controller

What TinkRers cannot take home:
Spare parts

their flight controllers to allow them to get the responsiveness they require to fit their 
piloting skills.   Given the size, power, and speed of the drones that TinkRers will 
design in this camp, significant time will be spent on honing needed piloting skills, 
which will include demonstrations of first-person view (FPV) flights, used in drone 
racing leagues around the world!  

The drones that TinkRers will build in this camp are large, look complicated and may 
appear daunting. However, with the skill sets and capabilities that TinkRers will gain 
throughout the week, we know that TinkRers will achieve success in building—and 
flying—their drones!  Who is up for the challenge??
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Drones 3K18
Date: July 23rd - July 27th (9-430pm)
Price: $999

For those TinkRers interested in taking drone flying to 
literally the next level, TinkRworks is very proud to offer a 
one-of-a-kind drone-building and coding class focused on 
autonomous flight! 

In this highly unique summer camp, TinkRers will choose to 
build quadcopter or hex copter drones that they assemble 
from a core set of electronic components to enable flight, 
including motors, flight-controller boards, and wireless 
receivers.  TinkRers will then manually pilot their newly-built 
aerial vessels using programmable remote controls.

What TinkRers take home:
Their fully-assembled autonomous drone and access to the Mission-Planner app that can
be used to program and launch autonomous missions

What TinkRers cannot take home: 
Spare drone parts 

Once manual piloting has been verified, TinkRers will enable their drones to fly 
autonomously by integrating a variety of different electronic sensors, a GPS unit, 
and communications modules to complete their build.  They will then learn to use 
mission-planning software to program missions that they would like their drones to 
accomplish.  This will enable their drones to fly from Point A to Point B to emulate 
devliery drones used by companies like Amazon! 

Have your TinkRers join in on the fun and enrichment for what promises to be a 
drone experience like no other!

Prerequisite: Completion of either Drones 2K17 or Drones 2K18 TinkRworks summer
camp(s), drone-flying capabilities, or consent of instructor.
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